
UK: Teen Workman’s Hand Chopped off with an
Axe in a Gang Attack

written by GEG | October 23, 2019

Mohammed Awais Sajid swung an axe at arborist Cameron Brooksbank’s head and called him a
“white bastard”. When Brooksbank tried to block the blow with his hand, it was chopped
off. The attack ended when one of the tree trimmers threatened the gang with a chainsaw.

The UN Is Going Broke (Again) as the US Has
Stopped Paying Its Assessments (Again)

written by GEG | October 23, 2019
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The UN says it is going broke because the US, which funds about 30% of the UN’s budget
(about $10-billion per year) once again has stopped paying. State Department officials
said the US government would pay up soon.

US Congresswoman Ilhan Omar Calls on UN to
Take Control of US Borders in Mirror of
European Migrant Invasion

written by GEG | October 23, 2019

Democrat Representative Ilhan Omar advocates that the UN take control of the US border
with Mexico, although the action would be the end to nationhood. If her plan were
adopted, the US, like Europe, would be deluged with millions of migrants.
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US Treasury Official at the Center of US
Sanctions and Policies Against Iran May Be
an Israeli Citizen

written by GEG | October 23, 2019

Sigal Mandelkeris, an Israeli-born US Treasury official, is reported to be in control of
the current economic sanctions. Israel considers Iran to be her primary enemy, so an
Israeli citizen in such a position opens the possibility that US policy may be motivated
by loyalty to Israel, not to the US.

Mexican Drug Cartel Shoots at US Border
Patrol Marine Unit in Rio Grande

written by GEG | October 23, 2019
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Agents saw four subjects with automatic weapons on the Mexican riverbank who shot over
50 rounds at them. The boat was hit, but no one on board was injured, according to
Border Patrol.

UK: Boris Johnson Named New Prime Minister,
Grapples with Leaving the EU, But Says He
Won’t Cooperate with Popular Brexit Party
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Three years after the passage of the Brexit referendum to leave the EU, the will of the
people has yet to be realized. Boris Johnson is the new Prime Minister, and people are
skeptical.

How to Harm the Globalist Agenda by Getting
Rid of Your Smart Phone

written by GEG | October 23, 2019

Polly, a Youtube personality, Polly, suggested that technocratic tyranny can be thwarted
by refusing smart phones. She says that smart phones are the key to the technological
control grid when the entire population is dependent on smart phones and need it to
exist within the system.

Leaked Documents Show NSA Gave Israel Full
Access to US Citizens’ Data in 2009
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A memorandum from 2009 shows that Israelis received full access to the NSA’s massive
surveillance data troves, including the phone and internet records of American citizens
and citizens of third-party countries. American official made sure to exempt themselves
from this massive invasion of privacy.

Secretive Bilderberg Meeting to Address
Russia, Cyber Threats and Brexit
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Notable attendees include former US Secretary of State Kissinger, Governor of the Bank
of England Carney, former CIA director David Petraeus and White House Adviser Jared
Kushner, Donald Trump’s son-in-law. [Kushner a Bilderberger! The more it changes, the
more it’s the same.]

UN: Humans Could Cause Extinction of One
Million Species, But Globalism Can Fix It

written by GEG | October 23, 2019

The UN accused humans of killing the planet and its animals and plants, with as many as
one million species facing extinction in mere decades. This is an extension of the UN’s
Agenda 21 and Agenda 2030 to bring about totalitarian rule in the guise of
environmentalism.

Democrat Congresswoman Ilhan Omar Blames
‘White Nationalism’ for Border Crisis
Forcing Outdoor Detention of Migrants
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Hundreds of illegal immigrant families are being held in the outside parking lot of a
Customs and Border Patrol (CBP) station because there is no room for them inside, or
anywhere else. The illegal aliens are usually processed within 24 hours and then moved
to a different facility.

US Projected to Add 1.5 Million Illegal
Aliens to Population this Year, at a Cost of
$116 Billion

written by GEG | October 23, 2019

Research shows that immigration to the US shifts about $500 billion in wages away from
working and middle class Americans toward new arrivals and economic elites.
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